4/28/08: Timer Programming

- SEL competition part of the project ends JULY 1st, entire team will be in Moscow this summer, so we can finish.
  - May end up using lightbulbs instead of a real traffic light for demo to SEL

- Nate reformatted the first semester report from PDF back to a Word document since the original was lost

- Jack explained how the double sided timers and Set Variable Timers of the 2411 work and how to program them

- Gabe explained how he was going to program the intensity logic to prevent hysterisis

- Tasks
  - All: Cool down for a week and finish final exams, we will have another meeting after finals week. Date TBD
  - Jack: Type up and PDF meeting minutes
  - Nate: Post all documents to webpage
  - Gabe: Program states into 2411